
 
10 Things I Love About Summer Layout 

By Tania Willis  
 

 
 

SS-102 Watermelon Hopscotch/Blue Skies 
SS-103 Summertime Stripe 
SS-106 Lime Stripe 
SS-306 Envelope Album Kit 
SS-168 Chipboard Spinner 
SS-308 10 Things Pocket 
SS-135 Favorite Pieces 
SS-140 Fresh Verse 
SS-279 Chipboard Shapes 
12 Black or Brown Mini-brads 
White Cardstock (2) 
 

Hand-held hole punch 
Paper Trimmer 
Scissors 
Foam Dimensional Tape 
Paper Piercer 
Red Tacky Tape – 1/8” wide 
Glue Dots 
Adhesive 
1 yard - 1/8” yellow grosgrain 
ribbon 

 



Instructions: 
Constructing and Embellishing the Envelopes 
1. Assemble the red, blue, lime, and turquoise envelopes from SS-306 envelope album kit, 
using the package instructions for adding the closure on the turquoise envelope only.   
(NOTE: I’ve used green brads in place of the eyelets included in the package for the closure 
shown). 
 
2. Adhere a strip of 1/8” wide Tacky Tape across the underside of the flap between the two 
holes closest to the fold on the GREEN envelope.  Place an 18” length of ribbon, centered, 
on the tape. Wrap the ends of the ribbon around to the front and weave each end of ribbon 
through the holes meeting in the middle.  Tie ends in a bow at the middle.  

 
 
 
3. To embellish the green envelope, adhere “Pool, Beach, Vacation” sticker and the 
repetitive phrase sticker from SS-140 Fresh Verse sticker sheet along the bottom edge of 
the envelope. Adhere SS-168 Chipboard Spinner slightly overlapping stickers. 
 
4. Embellish the “sunny thoughts of you” journaling card from SS-306 Envelope Album Kit 
with the round bicycle sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces and the “happy summer” banner 
sticker from SS-140 Fresh Verse. Tuck inside green envelope. 
 



 
 

5. To embellish the red envelope adhere the kite sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces using 
foam dimensional adhesive.  Overlap two small hand-cut clouds, one cut from white 
cardstock and the other from SS-102 Blue Skies. Adhere the “oh happy day” sticker from 
SS-135 Favorite Pieces using foam dimensional adhesive and the “perfect day’ sticker from 
SS-140 Fresh Verse.  Attach a small binder clip to hold the envelope closed. 
 
6. Embellish the circle border journaling card with the “hello sunshine” sticker from SS-135 
Favorite Pieces. 
 
7. Repeat ribbon weaving and bow tie with the BLUE envelope using the same instructions 
from step #2.  
 

 



 
8. To embellish the blue envelope, adhere the chipboard lightning bug jar and two lightning 
bugs from SS-279 Chipboard Shapes.  Add the 100% FUN sticker from SS-140 Fresh 
Verse. 
 
9. Embellish the “a summer to remember” journaling card with the “let the sunshine in” 
sticker from SS-140 Fresh Verse. 
 

 
 
 
10. To embellish the turquoise envelope adhere the two watermelon stickers from SS-140 
Fresh Verse. Add the lemon sticker overlapping the watermelon stickers slightly from SS-
135 Favorite Pieces. Add the chipboard straw, lemonade cup and lime slice from SS-279 
Chipboard Shapes. 
 
11. Embellish the watermelon printed journaling card with the “sweet summertime” sticker 
from SS-140 Fresh Verse and the watermelon sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces. 
 



 
 

Constructing the Watermelon-shaped Journaling Card 
1. Trace 4 ¾” circle (templates at end of this PDF) onto SS-106 Lime Stripe. 
 
2. Adhere back of Lime Stripe circle to lightweight white cardstock. Cut out white paper 
around lime stripe. Fold in half. 
 
3. Trace half-circle template onto solid red portion of SS-102 Watermelon Hopscotch. Cut 
out and adhere to lightweight white cardstock.  
 
4. Trim out leaving 1/8” border of white showing around the rounded edge only. 
 
5. Using a paper-piercing tool, add 12 black or brown mini-brads randomly, avoiding the 
area where you’ll create the ‘bite’ from the melon. Adhere to folded SS-106 Lime Stripe. 
 
6. Cut a small sized half-circle along the fold of the melon.  Use your hand-held hole punch 
inserted less than halfway along the edge of the cut-out circle to create ‘teeth marks’ if 
desired. 
 
7. Embellish the inside of the journaling card using the watermelons sticker with three 
watermelons and the “sweet summertime” banner sticker both from SS-140 Fresh Verse. 
Add a watermelon sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces. 
 



 
 

Constructing the Layout 
1. Cut white cardstock to 11” x 11”. Adhere, centered, to SS-103 Summertime Stripe. 
 
2. Adhere red envelope to upper left corner of white cardstock leaving approximately ¼” of 
white cardstock showing along the top and left side of the envelope. 
 
3. Adhere the green envelope to the upper right corner of white cardstock leaving 
approximately ¼” of white cardstock showing along the top and right side of the envelope. 
 
4. Adhere the blue envelope to the white cardstock leaving approximately ¼” of white 
cardstock showing along the left edge and between the bottom of the red and top of this 
blue envelope. 
 
5. Adhere the turquoise envelope to the white cardstock leaving approximately ¼” of white 
cardstock showing along the right edge and between the bottom of the green and top of this 
turquoise envelope. 
 
6. Adhere SS-308 10 Things Pocket between the blue and turquoise envelopes. 
 
7. Adhere the lemonade stand chipboard piece centered in the remaining white space. 
 



8. Embellish the lemonade stand with a hand-cut heart cut from red cardstock.  Add the 
“delicious” sticker from SS-140 Fresh Verse overtop the heart.  Add the “lemonade” sticker 
from SS-135 Favorite Pieces using foam dimensional adhesive. 
 
9. Add grass border sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces along bottom edge of the layout. 
 
10. Use remaining journaling card from the SS-306 Envelope Album Kit as a template to 
trim down summer photos to fit inside the envelopes along with your journaling. 
 
 
Please NOTE: TEMPLATES for the watermelon journaling card are on the next page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional detail photos of the layout:  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 

4 ¾” Circle 
Template for 
Watermelon 

Journaling Card 

 

Discard 
this half 
of the 
template 

4 ¼” half-circle 
template for 
Watermelon 
Journaling 
Cards 


